
Summary/Overview of the ART HISTORY Assignment 
 

The following items will be used as criteria to assess art historical renditions: 
 

 One rendition completed approximately every 10 school days 
 Heavier, thicker mixed-media/watercolor papers used for each rendition 
 All renditions 8 ½ x 11 inches to fit and fill the portfolio’s 8½x11-inch page protectors 

o 9x12-inch (or larger) papers trimmed to 8½x11-inch before working on them 
 Each paper mounted to a board with a narrow frame of tape before working on them 
 Each rendition is of an artwork/artist from the instructor’s list of options 
 No graphite (or “lead” pencils) used 
 Wet/water-based media (watercolor, gouache, acrylic, etc.) used  
 Other media (from the supply list) used/combined with wet media 
 Complete coverage of image area with media (excludes border left by tape removal) 
 Each rendition well crafted, complex, detailed, etc. – not hurried or incomplete 
 Each rendition replicates and/or refers to the original artwork from art history 

o Replicas often use a system to help achieve the same composition as the original 
o References include key contents and elements in the original (even if altered) 

 All renditions in good condition – no creases, tears, tape, stains, smudges, etc. 
 Each rendition has a typed, printed page of info about the original and the rendition  
 Portfolio of renditions is correctly assembled 
 Artist’s name and info neatly, legibly and permanently on the portfolio’s front cover  
 Portfolio organized with each rendition on the right and its page of typed info on the left 
 Four (4) renditions with typed info pages in a portfolio due @ MIDTERM 
 Eight (8) renditions with typed info pages in a portfolio due @ ART EXHIBITION (FINAL) 

 

Two kinds of renditions – replicas and references.  They can be either or both. 
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